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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the problem of building a compact representation for shape. We ﬁrst decompose shape into meaningful contour fragments, and each fragment is described by a certain descriptor, e.g., Shape Context. Then
inspired by the coding scheme Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors widely used in image representation, we try to
aggregate the contour fragments into a very compact vector
of limited dimension to stand for a shape, and we name the
new designed shape descriptor as Vector of Aggregated Contour Fragments (VACF). We apply VACF to shape classiﬁcation task on the well-known MPEG-7 shape benchmark, and
the experimental results show that the accuracy of our proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms
with much smaller memory usage.
Index Terms— VACF, Compact Representation, Shape
Classiﬁcation, Contour Fragments
1. INTRODUCTION
Shape is an informative and distinctive feature of an image.
Human beings usually perceive an object by its shape ﬁrst.
Shape classiﬁcation is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Given a set of training shapes with their labels known,
shape classiﬁcation is to determine the category of the shapes
in the testing set. Traditional shape classiﬁcation algorithms
usually start with designing a robust shape descriptor [1, 2, 3].
Then for the training shapes, correspondences are found between each other using matching method such as dynamic
programming. The ﬁnal decision is made by a simple nearest neighbor (NN) classiﬁer. The limitation of the traditional
classiﬁcation methods is obvious. It is time consuming to perform the pairwise matching. When applied to large database,
traditional matching-based methods is impractical to be conducted due to its high time complexity.
Inspired by the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors
(VLAD) [4] that is used for image representation, we try to
build a distinctive and compact shape representation to fulﬁll the task of shape classiﬁcation efﬁciently and precisely.
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However, VLAD are based on many mature local descriptors
designed speciﬁcally for image, such as SIFT [5], and it is difﬁcult to apply VLAD to shape analysis due to the lack of local
descriptors for shape. Our solution is to decompose the outer
contour of shape into fragments [6, 7], which is described by a
certain shape descriptor. The contour fragments are regarded
as the raw basic shape descriptions, and they are aggregated again to form the ﬁnal descriptor for shape with a coding
scheme similar to VLAD. The new designed descriptor for
shape is named as Vector of Aggregated Contour Fragments
(VACF).
Our proposed method discards the pairwise matching algorithm, and propose a compact representation for shape. The
“compact” here not only means that our descriptor is merely a
single vector in place of a set of vector conventionally, but also indicates that the vector requires small memory usage with
limited vector dimension. The property of compactness is really important to the training stage and the testing stage later,
since it can reduce the running time and decrease the memory
usage largely.
Moreover, the distinctive classiﬁer such as SVM can be
used to select the representative contour fragments to handle the problem brought by the large shape deformation. The
experimental results show that our proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of shape classiﬁcation precision.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We
review some related shape classiﬁcation methods in Section 2.
In Section 3, we introduce the detailed information of VACF.
Section 4 propose some methods to improve the performance
of VACF. The experimental results are presented in Section 5
to show the advantage of VACF. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
In the past years, many algorithms have been proposed for
shape classiﬁcation in the literature. Bai et al. propose a
skeleton-based approach to match skeleton graphs using
geodesic paths in [8]. In [9], a directed and acyclic shock
graph is deﬁned to conduct shape matching. Meanwhile,
some contour-based methods are also proposed. Belongie
et al. [1] propose a popular shape descriptor called Shape
Context, and Ling and Jacobs [2] replace Euclidean distance
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used in Shape Context by geodesic distance to handle the articulated shapes. Height functions are deﬁned to describe the
contour of the shape in [3]. In [10], a three-level framework
that consists of models for contour segments is used to shape
classiﬁcation with Bayesian classiﬁer. The contour of shape
is mapped into a string of symbols in [11] and a modiﬁed edit
distance is used to compute the similarity between strings of
symbols in [12, 13]. The combination of contour and skeleton
for shape classiﬁcation is well studied in [14] with a gaussian
mixture model.
VACF is partly inspired by Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) that proposed in [4] to solve the task
of natural image representation. VLAD can be regraded as
a non probabilistic Fisher Kernel [15] that is designed for
large scale image classiﬁcation, and VALD emphasizes on the
very large scale image retrieval. VLAD accumulates the local image descriptors to form a compact representation for
image. As is discussed above, it is difﬁcult to directly apply
VLAD to shape analysis, so the outer contour of the shape
is decomposed into fragments by Discrete Contour Evolution
(DCE) [6] to obtain the local shape descriptors. DCE obtains
a novel rule called hierarchical convexity rule to identify convex parts at different stages of a proposed contour evolution
method. Closest to our work is Wang et al. [7]. They propose Bag of Contour Fragments (BCF) to form the mid-level
representation of shape, however VACF is more compact than
BCF, and is more suitable for large scale shape classiﬁcation.
VACF aggregates the contour fragments in a similar way
to VLAD, however several differences also exist. VACF focuses directly on the analysis of shape based on the contour
fragments, while VLAD is mainly about the image representation. We also provide several methods to improve the performance of VACF in shape classiﬁcation, such as principal
component analysis.
3. THE VECTOR OF AGGREGATED CONTOUR
FRAGMENTS
In this section, we show in detail the algorithm of decomposing a shape into contour fragments, and the coding scheme of
aggregating the fragments.
3.1. Extracting Contour Fragments
Contour fragment is an informative feature for shape recognition, since they can reveal both local and global information.
Our proposed VACF also adopts the contour fragments as the
raw descriptions for shape. In order to get meaningful contour fragments, we utilize a robust algorithm called Discrete
Contour Evolution (DCE) [6].
Given the outer contour S of a certain shape, DCE is
applied to obtain a simpliﬁed polygon ν = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vnv }
on S. The vertex of the polygon is denoted by vi (i =
1, 2, ..., nv ), and nv is the number of vertex. By tracing the
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Fig. 1. The illustration of decomposing the contour into fragments. The ﬁrst row shows the original shape and the corresponding outer contour. The red points represent the vertexes
of the polygon obtained by DCE. Some typical contour fragments of different lengths are presented in the second to the
fourth row.
path along the contour from vi to vj , we can obtain a fragment fij . All the contour fragments F(S) of the contour S
can be obtained after enumerating all the pair of vertices
F(S) = {fij = (vi , vj ), i = j, i, j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , nv ]}

(1)

Notice that fij and fji are not the same, since their directions are opposite. An illustration for the extraction of fragments is showed in Fig. 1.
Finally, each fragment is described by Shape Context to
obtain a vector representation xij ∈ Rd×1 . We equidistantly
get 5 reference points on the fragment fij , and for each point
we compute the shape context histogram, which are cascaded
later to form the fragment descriptor xij . Note that the dimension of the shape context histogram is d = 60 (12 for dividing
angle space and 5 for dividing radius space), so the feature
vector dimension of a contour fragment is 5 × 60 = 300.
3.2. Aggregating Contour Fragments
After these contour fragments are obtained that can be assumed as the local descriptors for shape, our proposed method
pays much attention to aggregating the contour fragments to
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generate a much compact representation for shape with limited codebook size and limited vector dimension. A natural
solution is VLAD proposed for image analysis in [4].
We ﬁrst learn a small codebook B = {b1 , b2 , ..., bK } ∈
Rd×K off-line with k-means (where the size of codebook K
is typically 10 or 20). Then each contour Fragment xij in
a certain shape is assigned to the closest cluster in the codebook. For each cluster bk , the residual xij − bk of the contour
fragment xij assigned to bk is recorded. In order to accumulate the residuals, we sum up all the residuals for the k-th
visual word as
Rk =



xij − bk

(2)

xij :N N (xij )=bk

At last, Let R be the concatenation of the aggregated
residuals: R = [R1 R2 . . . RK ] ∈ RD×1 , where D = d × K.
R is subsequently normalized as R := R/||R||2 , and the new
designed descriptor for shape is called Vector of Aggregated
Contour Fragments (VACF).
4. THREE METHODS TO IMPROVE VACF
The burstiness effect [16], which is observed in text retrieval
initially, is a phenomena that some visual words appear more
times in an article than a statistically independent model
would predict. We assume that the same phenomenon also
exist in shape analysis when we decompose a shape into contour fragments. It is natural to ﬁnd that some bursty fragments
in a shape dominate the visual similarity computed between
VACFs. In this section, we offer three methods to improve
the performance of VACF in view of burstiness.
4.1. Power Normalization
The Power Normalization (PN), which is introduced in [15],
can increase the small feature values, and also restrain the
high feature values with a simple algebraic manipulation,
which means that it can reduce the burstiness effect efﬁciently.
As is proved later, Power Normalization can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of VACF. Before VACF is ﬁnally
L2 -normalized, a element-wise nonlinearity operation is deﬁned for each component ri (i = 1, 2, ...D)
ri := |ri |α × sign(ri )

al. propose Residual Normalization (RN) to solve the same
problem in image analysis. However, as for the case of shape
analysis, it does not make much difference probably due to
the fact that property of contours fragments is different to the
local image descriptors, such as SIFT.
We propose to shorten the big gap for describing the shape
between different clusters, while keep their distinctive abilities through averaging the residual by the number of fragments assigned to them. We name it Residual Average Pooling (RAP).
∼

Rk =

1
Nk



xij − bk

where Nk denotes the number of contour fragments assigned
to the k-th cluster for a certain shape.
4.3. Principal Component Analysis
Principal Compone Analysis (PCA) is a linear dimension reduction algorithm, which is adopted in a widely variety of
applications in computer vision.
In our experiment, PCA is applied directly to VACF to
reduce the the dimension of VACF signiﬁcantly (From D to
D̄ as is showed in Table 1). It makes much sense especially
when VACF is applied to big data. As is showed in the experiment later, the discriminative ability of VACF is not impaired
too much, and on the contrary it is sometimes beneﬁcial because of the feature selection ability of PCA. We will discuss
the effect of PCA in the experiment.
5. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our proposed method for shape classiﬁcation
on the widely-used MPEG-7 shape dataset [18]. It consists
of 1400 silhouette images grouped into 70 classes, and each
class has 20 shapes. Some typical shapes are presented in
Fig. 2. Considering that our descriptor for shape is a simple
and compact vector, we directly adopt SVM as the classiﬁer
with the fast linear SVM toolbox [19]. Two strategies are
used to obtain the classiﬁcation accuracy: (1) Half Training.
We randomly select half of shapes per class for training the
classiﬁcation model, and the rest is used for testing. This
process is repeated for 20 times to decrease the uncertainty of

(3)

where the value of α is between 0 and 1. The VACF vector
is subsequently L2 normalized. In practise, α is set to 0.2
throughout our experiments.
4.2. Residual Average Pooling
Note that standard VACF, deﬁned in Eq. 2, sums up all the
residuals, which results in that the contour fragments contribute unequally to describe the shape. In [17], Jegou et
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(4)

xij :N N (xij )=bk

Fig. 2. Some typical shapes from MPEG-7 dataset
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Methods

K

D

D̄=D

D̄=450

D̄=300

D̄ = 150

VACF
VACF+RAP
VACF+PN
VACF+PN+RAP

20
20
20
20

6000
6000
6000
6000

94.01 ± 0.85%
95.18 ± 0.79%
96.88 ± 0.68%
97.10 ± 0.83%

94.19 ± 0.88%
94.82 ± 0.65%
97.32 ± 0.58%
97.03 ± 0.67%

93.98 ± 0.79%
94.44 ± 0.97%
97.10 ± 0.71%
97.09 ± 0.68%

91.35 ± 0.80%
92.03 ± 0.85%
96.39 ± 0.81%
96.38 ± 0.73%

Table 1. The classiﬁcation accuracy (Half training) of VACF with different improving methods before and after dimension
reduction with PCA. K denotes the codebook size, and D is the full feature dimension of VACF. D̄ is the dimension of VACF
after PCA is applied.
Algorithm
Skeleton paths [14]
Class segment set [10]
Contour segments [14]
ICS [14]
String of symbols [11]
Robust symbolic [12]
Kernel-edit distance [13]
VACF

Fig. 3. The effect of codebook size on the classiﬁcation accuracies with half training. The size of codebook ranges from 5
to 30, which is rather small. The blue line and the green line
denote classiﬁcation accuracy before and after the dimension
of VACF is reduced to 300.
performance brought by the random selection of training set.
(2) Leave-one-out. Training with all shapes leaving one out
for testing and repeating this procedure for all shapes in the
dataset.
We discuss the effect of PN, RAP and PCA in Table 1.
It can be drawn from the table that the standard VACF already performs better than many other shape classiﬁcation algorithms. Power Normalization improves the classiﬁcation
accuracy signiﬁcantly without additional memory and time
usage. RAP can also enhance the discriminative ability of
VACF, and produce a more faithful result when it interplays
with Power Normalization. PCA is applied to reduce the dimension of VACF in an unsupervised way. PCA can preserve
the local structure of the data manifold largely, so the performance of VACF with dimension reduction is also comparable.
An interesting phenomena is that sometimes PCA improves
the performance on the contrary, and our interpretation is that
the ability of feature selection in PCA is ampliﬁed by SVM.
The inﬂuence of the codebook size is depicted in Fig. 3.
We can ﬁnd that the performance increases with the size of
coodbook increasing in general. Notice that the division of
contour fragments in VACF is rather coarse, and we get 20k
fragments per cluster on average when the size of codebook
is ﬁxed to 20. The property of the small codebook size makes
it fast to conduct the procedure of codebook learning.
The comparison between VACF and some related shape
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Half training

Leave-one-out

86.7%
90.9%
91.1%
96.6%
97.32 ± 0.58%

97.36%
98.57%
98.93%
98.64%

Table 2. Classiﬁcation accuracy of different algorithms on
MEPG-7 dataset.
classiﬁcation methods is presented in Table 2. The proposed
VACF, in combination with PN and PCA, obtains the highest classiﬁcation accuracy of 97.32% when half training is
applied. The experimental results show that VACF is much
more powerful to solve the task of shape classiﬁcation. What
is more important is the memory usage of VACF. As is discussed above, the dimension of VACF is rather small, we can
get a competitive classiﬁcation accuracy when the dimension
of VACF is only 300.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a compact representation for shape
based on the contour fragments. Our proposed method Vector
of Aggregated Contour Fragment (VACF) outperforms other
state-of-the-art shape classiﬁcation algorithms with much smaller feature dimension. VACF saves time and memory usage both on-line and off-line, which is suitable for big data
and necessary for mobile device.
In the future, we will study how to apply the proposed
VACF to web scale hand-written and sketch image retrieval.
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